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oOo
This, the first quarterly report of the Oriental Fruit Fly Investigations,
necessarily covers a period of organization and the coordination of activities
of all agencies engaged in work on the oriental fruit fly. The foundation for
this latter has been laid through the aedium of a uleaorandum of Understanding
among the following agencies:
The Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station
The Regents of the University of California and the
California Agricultural Experiment Station
The B08rd of Coaaiseioners of Agriculture and Forestry, T. H.
The ?ine8-?ole Research Institute of Havfaii
The Experiment Stetion of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Ass'n.
The Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine, Agricultural Research
Administration, United States Deoartment of Agriculture*
The Project has been singularly fortunate in these cooperative arrangements,
which have already demonstrated their value and which %iii, v.ithout a doubt,
continue to do so in an increasing measure.
The cooperation of the v'ashington Bureau must also be recorded at this time,
because it is only through this that the gathering of a competent steff in
such a short time has been achieved.
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The problem of space was an acute one but this has been greatly relieved
through the cooperation of the Adiaini stration of .the University of Hawaii
in ourchasing & large surplus building end aoving it to an appropriate site
near the established fruit fly laboratory.
The Project has also had the advantage of taking over a saall but well
trained staff from the Division of Fruit Fly Investigations, so that actually
three of the projects of the Investigations, namely Commodity Treatments*
Biological Control and Chemical Control, were taken over as going concerns.
All of these projects have been considerably strengthened and their facilities
increased. The two newest projects, naaely Area Control and Ecology-Biology,
are necessarily in an early stage of organization, but even v.lth these t'.ra pro
jects considerable progress has been made in establishing fundamental concepts
and the accumulation of essential preliminary data.
The Personnel Chart as of September 30, 1949? which is attached herevdth,
illustrates the present organization of the Investigations into five major
projects. The Ecology~Biology Project is in two divisions necessitated by
the physical separation of the synecological work on the islands of ifiaui
and Hawaii. For all but the last named, line projects are available and
are reoorted on by the division leaders on the pages that follow. The
synecological work bad not been organized to the point where formal division
into line projects was feasible by September 30, and in this case the report is
made on the basis of the working outline which heads the project leader's
report.
These reports follow in the order given below:
Commodity Treatments
Biological Control
Chemical Control
A?ea Control
Ecology-Biology
.ZCQL'.GY ,'CD BIOLOGY, 'Jorlc Projoct I-c-1 « £. L. Vaelilor, Proj'oct loader
I-o-l 3oaLpcy ^ Eldlocy of tho Oriental Fruit Fly*
1c
2.
3.
4«
%
6.
si
Introduction
Scopo
Peraoimol
Physical Plant
VoMcloo
Fornulatioii of Piano and Initial Survoyo
a. Stations
b. Trap Linos
c. Propooed /iqiorironto
B. :Sml
a. Stations
b, Lifo IliDbory Cv.ffio
Sbtabliohisg t!w Inaoctorjr on liiui
Plioto^rapliic wor!:o
Incpoctiona
9. Vanda OrcMd Survey
10. Ihpa of Stotiono anu."otoriol--cio!^.
Ho Fruit Colloetiora on "*aui c:.*j". Ilav^-ii
12, Preliminary Plndingo on ^icug clo£22iiS UoaEU
A, Studios on Hawaii
ae Lcnrjovity Studioo
b. Sosunl !Maturity
c» Ovipoaition
do Oatcliinrj of 0^23
o. LanTol clovolornant
fc Fly or-srconco
go Quantltativo otudioo
h. Bstattliahnont Z?m* Koanalcolu
ie !-fovoMQijfe studioo on 1'jxma Loa Truslc Trail
Bo Studio.? on "aid
a0 Lifo History Gagoo
b. Population Trondo
e» Fly activity
d. Fly :-ovo-'o:it on Haloalcala
©o A co' -parativo study of fz-uit nttractivoneoa
13* Roporto Gutaittod
14. Sirt'ary and cosicluoions
In tiro initial quarterly report which \Jill include tho beginning
of tMc projoct, nuch of itc contont nuat nocoonarily deal with the fornula-
tion of plans, survoyo, buildinga, work:*n£ facilities, one! othor practical
considerations which appear ratlwr distant fro-- the actual study of tho fly.
Those ottKiion which Iip.vo gotten usicior way, wo aro apt to find in tho onbryonic
stage rial e-barrasoinsly incomplete. But ao tho work jM'orp'Gaoeo, as the «nta
io compiled, ao no ^rapplo with tho problem, wo boco:-o i:ici"oaoi-v;ly cofinisyjat
of the fact, that here iiideed, io a worthy advorsaryo
20 Scope
Tho ecological and biological otudioc of Dacjjo doroalis Ileixilo are
boinn: nndorta!;en on t'-reo iolandrip (hJiu, !aui, aixl llaiHiiio Cn Oohu, the
headquarters for the Oriental Fruit Fly Invoctigations, tho trorl: on clirnte
cabinota v/ill be done. I!ra IToz'-an Hitters, Aoato Project Loader, will covar
that phaso of tho xiorlz in his report. Certain vrork boinrj dona on Cahu by
T'^» Raymond Inafulai, particularly fruit collections one! population tronds
\jill bo reported ooparatolye Tliia report, tlion, will cover the work being
done on T'aui and Hawaii tihich is noro of a pynocolocical nature.
Profeonional
:Saui, T. II.
Ko L. :!aoliler, P-5, Project Loader
Ooliu, To Ho
II. Flitters, P~4, Aoot. Project Loader
Ilaixaii, T. H,
Co Davis, P-3, In cliarso nawai:*an Gtudieo
Ao "atcholl, P~l, Aaat.
Sub-lVofoaaional
3sui T II'n/:',°:!iyabara, SP~1 ? Scientific Aid
G. Purtado, SP-1 , Scientific Aid
■Jo !■„ Tavaroc, S?«l , Scientific Aid
Hawaii, T, II,
S. ITa'aigaira, SP-/^ , Scientific Aid
Ortha, T. IIO
G. Sadoyana, SP-4 , Scientific Aid
!I« II. Peikort, Jro, SP-1 , Ociontific Aid
Plant
A. puilclinr;o
On Ilainii thoi'e aro tuo insoctoracr., ono at TI2I0, wiiovo Vost
of the \10rlz io carried on aiul ono at "eanakolu wltLcli is xusod principally
for tho otudioo conconiincj the orchard thoro, Tho Ililo inooctory ina a
3urpluG arr^ biiildin^ xihich \ma noved into its priaont uito in Ililo. ■ Tiiere
is also a oriall buildi:-^j whioli is -uced oc a bunk honoo at Keanalcolu,
On " aiii a 60' x 20' quonoot uao obtained thror^Ii C.A.A. and
novod fron th j .Vtrunens Airport to tho oito coloctcd in :'uln0
Tu VoMclea,
On Hawaii thor-.-o aro two vohidoo, ono a joop mnol o.iv3. tho
other a otandard jeep, !-"aui at "resent hac a Chevrolet Panel, 194.^ odol,
but recontly a joop tranaferred fron tl:o Diviaion of Fovoisn Plant Quaran
tine liao boen acqtiiredo Thia voliicle when it in overhauled should leave
tho transportation faellitioa adoqiyxteo
(3») Proposed Experiments - In addition to the survey of the stations
and the placing of the trap lines the following outlined experi
ments were planned for Hawaii.
(a) Keanakolu Orchard - In an orchard at 5200 feet elevation
where D. dorsaiis does not occur, adults will be released
in view of getting the following informations
1. Will the fiy establish itself under these climatic
conditions?
2o What will the effect be on;
a. Longevity
b. Sexual maturity
c. Oviposition
d. Egg hatching
e» Larval development
f. Fly emergence
3. flill the released flies stay in the ijaaedaate area?
Procedure
1* Establishment .Experiment
a. Capture 1050 males and 1050 fe.aeles in the field.
b. Dissect 50 males and 50 feaalas to determine the
percent cf ssxually liieture flies.
c. Before releasing flies remove traps from the orchard
and pick up the fallen fruit.
d. Mark thorax with Chinese lacaue? after inactivating
the flies with sthsr or cold.
e. A week after flies are released collect ail the
ripe fruit end put in holding boxes. Send half
of held fruit to insectory in Kilo and retain the
other half at orchard insectory. Report weekly.
2. Longevity Experiment
a. Cage 100 males and 100 females nev/ly emerged and hold
for longevity test. Feed with media formulae (600 cc.
papaya, 20 grams yeast, 10 cc honey).
ba Add a ns?/ cage of flies each month for a year to
obtain relative longevity throughout year*
3» Sexual Majburitgr
a. Cage 100 oales and 100 females and beginning at the
25th day and continuing until sexual maturity is
established3 dissect 10 males and 10 females at
weekly intervals.
b. Duplicate experiment as a control at H?.lo.
Qviposition E:<2.eriQsnt
a. Observe released flies for oviposition.
b. Cage 50 flies (field collected at Halo) end observe
if they oviposit.
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5" Hatching Experiment
a. Take eggs oviposited at Hilo and divide into tvo
portions. Take one portion to Keanakolu and retain
a control at Hilo.
b. Take eggs oviposited at Kean&kolu and divide into
two portions. Take one portion to Hilo and retain
a control at Eeanakolu.
a. TekeHfirst, second and third instar larvae froin
Hilo to Keanakolxs and observe development.
bQ Take firsts second and third ilsstar larvae (if
available) from Keanakolu and observe development
at fiilo-
7. Jglg Emergence
a. Bring pupa froa Hilo and check emergence at Keanakolu.
b. Bring ptspa from Keanakolo to Hilo and check emergence.
8, I2£l£§I§
a. Check trail trap for marked flies.
Manga Loa Truck Trail - On a trail which is 11 miles long
and offers an elevation change from 4000 to 6700 feet and
at least one good host (Solanum ps.eudocapBicum) „ carry-
on investigations in on attempt to get the following .. .
informations
1. At tfaat elevations -srtll the fly occur?
2. What is the limiting fac-borj, host availability or dixaate?.
3. VJhat is the fruiting season of the host?
4. Hbw important is elevation end teaperature to fruiting
periodicity?
5. How far will the flieo travel?
6. Xs there an advance and retreat of fly population on
the slope correlated with season?
Procedare
1. Place citronella traps at 1/2 mile intervals from the
start of trail to 6700 feet. This preliminary survey
indicate where the flias occur.
2. Replace index trap with McPhail traps and use a fermented
lure for quantitative studies, (Formula 80 gr° sugar5
1.5 gr. Brewer's yeast, 1 liter ^atei*)o ferment 48 hours,
then add pyrideno (10$ aol. in alcohol) at rate of 2$
pyridene),
38 Survey host fruit rang© and observe fruiting and flower
ing and abundance correlated sdth elevation.
4« On marked plants use quadrate method and take sanralesat elevation of 4000, 5000, bOOOj, and 6700™ Collect
ripe fruit weekly and county weigh and take volume.
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5. Release marked flies at the summit (500*? and 500??) and
check traps for their appearance* Duplicate the esperi-
ment releasing the files at the start of the trail. Com
pare flight range at 4000 and 6700 feet.
60 Make weekly quantitative studies using McPhail traps
and compare population trends at the end of the year
with meteriological data and fruiting of host.
(0) Boat Stadias - To obtain information on hosts, host preference,
host distribution and relative efficiency as media, collect
all host material possible and keep data as to locality,
fruiting or flowering condition, elevation, number, freight
and volume of fruit, pupa reared, adult emergence and sex
percentagec These studies will be particularly desirable
on the Keanakolu trail and in the area of Puuwaawaa,
Seams! Development Studies - At all stations
tilil itt dlit th
() £M
tihere there are me erio ogical nstruments upl cate e
experiment in (a). Procedure, sub-paragraphs 2. and 3»
(Page J2).
B« Jgaui - Having completed the survey of Hawaii the writer returned to
Honolulu where several field trips were made with air. Raymond Xnafuku aho vas
running a number of fruiting stations and trap lines• The first part of August
was concerned with getting equipment together for Hawaii and iiaui. On August 8,
1949, the writer left in the company of Dr. Falter Carter £ov a survey of Maul a
In this investigation we were accompanied by Dr. Paul F. Sharp, Director of California
Agricultural Experiment Stations and W. C« Jacobson, Assistant Director. Department
of Agriculture of California.
The life history stations on Maul were selected to obtain as complete a
picture of the climatic variation as possibleo filaul offers an unusual opportunity
in this respect, for it is easy to drive from sea level to 10,000 feet elevation
in about an hour. This made the selection of the following stations feasible.
Kula Farmi (3000) This station Is characterised by dry summer months
with moist springs and fall seasons. With an annual rainfall of 35 inches it is
an area strongly reminiscent of the California Bay area.
ffaleakala Stations (7030) The effect of low temperatures upon the fly
will be undertaken here.
Haiku: (500) This Territorial Nursery with its mango and avocado wil
be used principally for quantitative studies of fly population correlated with
host availability.
W6dkamoi;(425O) This station, deep la the rain forest, will be used to
study the effect of excessive humidity on the fly. As is indicated on the precipi
tation chart the mean annual ppt. is 230 inches.
Insectory Sitea Xt was desirable that the inseotory site be accessible
to as many stations as possible. The upper Kula region was indicated as a good
place for a building.
(2) Life History Cages - tt was planned to establish the flies in cages
which would offer as natural an environment as possible. Gages
were obstructed 6's6'z6v on a platform elevated about 18B off the
ground so that they could be ant-proofed. They were assembled with
bolts which made it possible to knock down a cage or put it to
gether in about ten minutes* The cages were placed at different
stations and comparative data compiled on the varying climatic
effect on the fly. The cages will be discussed at greater length
in the paragraphs concerning the initial experiments with them.,
6° Establishing an Inaectory on ulaui
Returning to Honolulu on August 9, future planning was accomplished there
and on August 17th toe writer again returned to Maui. The objectives of this
trip were to select a definite insectory site, obtain a building and get an
estimate on the life history cages and incidentally obtain a place of residence.
These objectives were accomplished and the writer returned to Honolulu on the 19th»
The details regarding the building were included in a report to William Edwards,
August 18, 194.9. Briefly the building, a quonset oO1 2 20v, was obtained through
the C. A. A- at the Puunene Airport and moved intact on a low-bed trailer about
twenty-five miles to the chosen site at Kula,
On August 25 the writer moved his headquarters to ulaui where the next
three weeks were spent in establishing the insectory, surveying the station eitee,
getting the life history cages in place and making general preparations for the
ecological studies. The quonset was moved into place on the 15th of September
having been granted clearance by C. A. A. on the Uto. On September 10 the govern
ment transportation arrived having been held up at San Francisco because of prior
ity cargo. By the end of September the laboratory was a °going concern17 and the
round of preliminary activities were over. Finally we were getting down to the
business of the day—the Fly.
7. Photographic flprk
On October 9, Mr. Clower, the photographer for the Department of California
arrived and spent two days taking color movies of the beginning of the ecological
work. During the first day the weather was unsatisfactory for taking pictures but
toe following day some good shots of a number of infested fruit were taken. Mr.
Clower then left for Hawaii where he exoected to take the rest of toe story.
8. Inspections
Dr. Walter Carter arrived on October 4 and made a complete inspection of
all the stations. The details of this are covered in ay report to Dr. Carter
Oct. 9. Having made a survey of toe Maul facilities he left for Hawaii accompanied
by toe writer on toe 5to. The Hawaii Stations were inspected and recommendations
made. The writer left Hilo October 8 to return to jiaui.
a Orchid
During the above inspection trip a check of the Vanda orchids other than
Miss Joaquim were made to determine if they were being stung by toe fly, (BVanda
Orchid Survey,0 Oct. 8, 1949)» Below is a summary of ths findings?
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Total orchid plants inspected 102
■ flowers inaoected 1,861
0 buds inspected 181
51 units inspected 2,0-42
Evidence of opposition 1 egg
The one egg was found deposited upon the bud of a Clara Shipaian Fisher
in Mrs. Hil.tB collection on Hawaii „ It was not inserted in the tismie but lay
upon the surface of the folded bud.
■1 'I
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lean Annual Precipitation of Stations
HAWAII4, T. H.
Blev. 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 150 200 250
1. HilO 4QXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX (137)
2o Kaumana ZOOOxxxyoacxiccacxxxnacxxxxxya^^
3. Pohakuloa 6511»cxxxxxxxxxxx>.xx(31)
4» Keanakolu 5200xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx(81)
MATH, T. H,
1. Kula
2. Waikamoi
3« Haleakala
4« Haiku
2850xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxiaat(33)
•,•.•;•,•,•;•>,•>:•;•>:•;•:•:•■.•:•>.•:• •:»:»>>;»#-«i c(230)
7030xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx(<U)
500xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxicx3O£xx(69)
Temperatures of Stations
HAWAII, T. Ho
1. H£Lo
2o Kaumana
3« Pohakuloa
Ao Waiki
5« Kipuka Ki
MAUIj To H.
1. Kula Farm
2« Waikamoi
3« Haleakala
A' Haiku
5. Kula, Lab.
August
Max
82
75
78
81
73
Mia
69
61
38
4$
53
September
Max
80
75
77
80
75
77
71
ulin
66
56
48
45
48
52
40
October
Max
77
66
66
81
72
Min
50
48
40
64
51
Notes Temperatures indicated are mean maximum and mean minimum expressed
in degrees Far»
HALEAKALA STATION HAIKU STATION
90
80
70
60
50
40
Ppt. average based on 1948 departure
from normal
average annual ppt. 44 inches
Ppt. average based on 1948 departure
from normal
average annual ppt. 69 inches
30
20
10
Dec. Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov D(c
WAIKAMO! STATION KULA STATION
90
80
70
60
50
40
20
10
-
_ Ppt. average based on 1948 departure
from normal
average annual ppt. 230 inches
'
- Ppt. average based on 1948 departure __
from normal
- average annual ppt. 48 inches _
•
75
65
LU
tr
EC
UJ
Q-
s
UJ
55
CLIMOGRAPHS OF HALEAKALA STATION
ELEV. 7030"
MALM, T.H.
45
3 4 5 6
PRECIPITATION IN INCHES
Note; Ppt, based or; ton year moan
■■■.::?ri on ■' - ' ear mean ' •
Ho, sD&tesLceality
1, 9A7 Kula Farm
2, n » «
q n o n
4» n t? it
5. 9/20 » »
66 " " "
7 n n ft
3, w » n
9o it n n
10. " w n
11, " n n
12, " n n
13, n n "
14, nun
15, 9/20 Haiku
16
18. n "
19= 9/21 Haleakala
20, 9/27 Maiakoa
21 n Kula Fam
22e « « »
23. n n tt
24, B InsQctory
25, 9/29 Wailuku
26, 9/30 »
gKLaV,
•
9
2850»
it
n
i»
tt
n
ti
n
1!
n
R
n
n
n
500
n
n
7200
3750
2350
it
w
3750
200
200
s Fruit
o
«
Ficua carica
Fig (!Mte)
Citrus sinonsis
Orango
Ifiisa nana
Banana •
Tojr?ato
ho esoulontun
Parsaa anaricana
Avocado (printer)
Ficus carica
Pig (Illiito)
Citnis sinonsis
Porsea arraricana
Avocado (ITintor)
Poi*ssa anericasa
Avocado (Winter)
<i5usa nana
Banana
'.hxaa. nana
Banana
IJusa aana
Banana
l-'uoa nana
Banana
Citrus aurantifolia
3ugoniB imiflora
Persea aniaricana
Avocado (Dicl:oy)
Porcoa anaricana
Avocado ("boro Ko»2)
Cyathodes Tamaiai^oiao
Pulteawo
Ficiis carica
(Black)
Citrus Lirroaica
Lotion
Citruo ataraatifoliQ
Lima
PaBsiflora aubcoliiata
IJhito fl.
Paosiflora odtilis
Lilikoi
Tonrdnolia Catappa
Falsa Sarsani
Gossypium sp0
9 «
o <
E
R
R
R
G
R
R
G
G
R
G
G
G
R
R
P.
R
n
R
R
R
G
R
it
G
i H s
» o
i t>
452
735
566
1924
1528
792
849
1436
566
679
2321
3170
2038
255
1311
3849
2773
35
721
368
255
318
1321
877
243
H 3
32
10
7
16
29
38
9
6
6
8
30
40
29
7
340
16
18
631}
22,
■
4
5
19
45
37
16
Sg
Hg
Vs
V 8
s
300
800
300
1800
1600
590
600
1350
550
500
2100
2250
1900
100
1550
3250
2900
180
800
360
220
490
1660
y1030
300
Stage
Height
Hurriber
Voluma
Pupa s
s
160
0
350
21*
22
443
0
2
1
201
81
35
117
1
432
1269
77
0
32
2
0
0
0
406
0
in grans
of fruit
in cc.
Indeoc
Pupa par gr»
,35
.61
,01
,55
,29
,03
,01
.06
■k
,39
,03
,04
o005
,47
Cotton« Puqae of. So-cuc.u£b."l.ta.e
No. :Data:Locollty :.ilev,: Fruit
:S: U x H s V t
Pupae t Index
_______ Pupa por gr<>
27.10/1 Haiku 500
28.1OA Haiku 500
29.10/3 Haiku 500
?fcngifera indica
"ango (onall)
Citrus aurantifdia
!femgijpera irriica
Tango (srall)
Thngifara iadica
()
n
n
33o "
34» " n "
35dO/6 ibltaooi 4250
36.10/6 « «
37ol0/6 Haiku 500
39« n n n
40 " lao Valloy 800
a.l0/U Upper Kula35OO
43^10/16 Kula Sant.3000
44, " Lower Kula 2800
4,5, n n n ti
46, n n n a
47. n " " rt
43. " Ujpor Kula 3500
49.10/21 " n n
y
Psidiun guajava
Guava
Poidiur giia^ava
Quava (conraon)
Pasaiflora odulio
Idlikoi
roidiun cattloianun
Guavn. (Loran)
Clomonrbia ap
IVunuo poroica
Poach OMte)
351ciis sp
IJangifora indica
Isango (Hayaon)
riingifsra isdiea
Mango (Snail)
Psidiun guajava
Quava
Pyruo sp
Apple
Dioapyros loalsl
Persinason
Porooa anoricana
Avocado
liangifora indica
ilango (JTronch)
pa indica
(Fronch)
indica
(Chinooo)
ISangifora indica
g
Pninus jraroica
Peach (Yellow)
Cydonia oblonga
Quince
R 11523
R 1431
R 1998
S 5598
R 1034
R 1027
R 283
R 1330
II 970
R 1069
R 433
R 2735
R 1686
R 1792
G 1856
R 1686
R 1446
R 2083
R 2678
P. 749
R 1006
R 1913
R 2224
55 6740
92 1400
13 I860
11 3210
27 1040
U. 1030
18 280
93 1280
20 1010
25 1070
49 440
11 2600
12 1560
46 1760
14 1570
14 1570
12 1460
14 2020
14 2540
10 680
7 1000
44 1920
16 2525
592 inc.
inconplste
136 inc.
31 inc.
incotiploto
inco?rploto
incor^lote
inco^lote
inocrpleto
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
11
tt
a
n
''any of thene 'ruit sarnraeo lave beon collected 30 recently tliat complete
tabulation of vntpae scro-^ned has not boon possible.
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PR1HT COU.3GTIOHS ON M'JAII
D: Bacua doroalis
Gs Coratitis capitata
Ho.»Dat?:Locality jELqv. « Fruit
Us Weight in grans
V» Volurao in cc.
U s V : Pupa©: D : C s Index
1. 7/30 Pohabaa 1700 Prunus poraica
Poach
2.
3,
6, « n
7« " Puuuaauaa
3, » n
9. n '.7ai oa
10. 3/1 IIWT
11. 8/2 IILTT
n Coffoa arabica
Coffoo
400 Peidiur. cattloiaran
Straubarry Oaava
" Citruo paradioi
Grapefruit
" Sugonia mlacoonaio
Tit. Applo
" Punlca granattn
P
2000 Passiflora raollisslina
1500 Opuntia -^
Cacti
2700 Prunus "joroica
Poach
Solanun pooudocapsicura
Jeruaalon Chorry
4600 «
13. 3/1 Koanakolu 2300 Paoslflora edulio
Idlifcoi
14o 7/30 Hinolo 400 Porasa a-xjrieana
Avocado
15. 3/20 !1LTT 4900 Solanun psoudoeapaioun
Jsrusaloft Chorry
16. 3/il Tlaildi 4700 »
17. 7/30 Puuaaouaa 2000 Santaltn paniculatun
4700 Prunus sp013. 7/27 I
19. 7/25 UaiMi
20.
25. 8/24
26. 0/24
27. 3/24
25. 0/24
30.
4700 Solanun psor»c!ooapaicu-
Jorusal3n Cliorry
4700 Prunes ap
Apricot
4600 Solanun pooudccapsicin
Joruoalo- Chorry
4300 Dianella sandwicanaio
5500 StTplwlia
4300 Coprotna rhynahooarpa
4300 tftWMWp oanduleonso
6500 Coprotrta
31. 3/23 Koanokolu 3500 Cleroontla op
Sriall fruit
32. 0/23 " Paaoiflora odulia
363 332
176 153
460 295
1753 1320
510 450
652 435
1046 1010
1C16 1380
1076 1360
227 150
454 440
227 270
454 520
210 262
141 112
170 —
33.5 34
14
75
86 25
65 130
15
85 100
113 200
260 192 3
17
75
30
49
9
12
13
38
34
10
43
9
34
6
321 227
176 150
9
2 7
1 36
30 2
6 3
48
5 3
.71
.16
•02
.09
.01
.31
.16
.03
.13
IIo.2Dat:;s7<ocaXlfcy x Fruit \1 % V s Pupaos D j C s Indon
34. 3/31 T-I
35. 3/31 HLTT
36. « «
37. « "
33, 3/4 Ilooau
40. 9/5 :fei!dti
42, 9/4 tlilo
43o 9/5 'Jaikii
44o 9*7 MET5
45, 9/7 I1LT?
46o 9/7 "IiTT
47. 9/7 '■%&
4?5a 9/7 :1K
49, 9/7 MEET
50, 9/7 I^LTT
51, 9/9 ;;ai!di
52, 9/9 wailiii
53o 9/13 Konm'ralu
54. 9/14 ?S.TT
55, 9/14 :iTT
56e 9/14 :-!LTT
57. 9/15 '.Jaikii
5oo 9/15 "al oa
59- 9/15
60/ 9/15
61. 9/15
62. 9/15
4000 So psoudocapsicinn
Jeniaalcm OIioitjt
4300 Se
Jorusalam
4600 n
5100 "
100 Pcidiuri gun.Java
Guavn
4700 SB psoyilocapcicin
Jomoalon Chorry
10 Calopl^rllin inophyllvra
%. Ghorry
raia phill;/ra-3foli<
4700 Pyjruo rrtlno
Apple
4300 3e pso
Joruoalon Chorry
4250 So psa-iidocapsioun.
Jeruoalj'.i Chorry
4600 If
3900 Vacciniui r
Oholf)
4300 ?§ropon.i
Ilaio
4300 Piptisruo ap4
5500 Stypholia Tanoia:-.oxao
5100 £
1900 r.
3500 Snilax gaiid'.ri.conoic
5100 3, psstKlocapoicu"-
Jer"ji!>nl3- ^ Cliorry
4300 "
4600 n
5100 • ■"
2700 Cordvliiis (otricta ?)
2700 Goffoa arabica .
Coffeo
Ualnut
200 Psidimi Guajava
Guava
200 Ami
Annona
21
100
101
74
7757
121
396
554
74
33
34
53
61
35
11
160
"06
62
63
90
143
99
314
5330
2216
379
24
96
108'
70
7472
105
434
645
62
01
30
40
56
32
G
130
162
90
60
67
89
175
105
795
7206
2247
377
22 16 4-
UL 29 97
26 2 20
717 569
101 5 32
132 68 1
1
130
130
111
20
19 79
3 122
7 37
13
22 * U
127 . 22 51
127 5 103
42 13 14
1625 28 1550
371 226
10 5 1
,07
U s 7 s Pupaas D s C s Index
156 172 10 3
1030 1582 7 7
oOl
,01
Ho* :Date:Localj.'by siillov. s Fruit
63o 9/15 nolcalau 200 Ficus carica
9/15 Ifc&alau 200 Citjraa -maxima
Pumolo
IToto. IJLITs Hauna Loa Tnask Trail
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llo Fruit Collections
To briefly summarize and evaluate the preceding data on fruit host
collections, 25 different hosts have been collected which have yielded D. dorsal!s°
Of these, Santalum paniculatum,, Passiflora mollissima and Juglana regia collected
in Hawaii appear to be new host records. On Maui Cydonia oblonga (quince) has
been found to have fruit fly larvae attacking it. Inasmuch as D. dorsalis and
C. capitata were both observed in the area and the larvae are too small to deter
mine this record will have to await later confirmation.
To have a basis of comparison between different hosts an index figure
has been established based on the weight of the fruit and the number of pupae
which the fruit yield. The factor is obtained by dividing the number of pupa
by the gram weight. This figure is the fraction of larvae per gram of fruit.
In cases where both D. dorsalis and C,. capitata are reared from the fruit an
index can be established by dividing~"the number of adults by the graa weight.
However, where it is possible to use the pupal count, it will give a truer picture
because the factor of pupal mortality is eliminated.
On ^'aui ripe banana gave the highest index figure, .61, which indicates
6/10 of a larva for every gram of fruit. Green banana collections had indexes
of £3, .01 and .06 respectively. Indicating that ripe banana are more than twenty
times as infested as green fruit*
On Hawaii the highest index, .71 was from Prunus gersica (peach) but
this index is slightly distorted by the presence of some C. capitata. The passion
fruit, Passiflora moUisslma, had a rather high index of ?31 in the collections
made.
Two varieties of avocado, Dickey and Moore No. 2 showed some rather
significant differences. Both fruit were collected in the dead ripe stage. Lot
Wo. 17 Dickey weighed 3849 grams and yielded 126?" r»upae giving an index of .39 o
Lot No. 18 Moore Wo. 2 weighed 2773 grams and yielded WS pupae having an index
of .03. For these collections it is indicated that Dickey was almost 13 times
as susceptible to larval infestation as Moore No. 2. However, the data is insuf
ficient to base conclusions on at this stage.
The index method has possibilities in statistical comparisons in host
susceptibility, fly preference, and other studies in which one host must be com
pared with another.
!2. Preliminary Findings on Dacus dorsalis Eendl.
A. Studies on Hawaii*
The insectory at Hilo is the main base of operations. Here the rearing
and marking of flies, holding of fruit and other laboratory activities are carried
on
During August over 1000 males and 1000 female dorsalis were marked for
liberation at Keanakolu. In October 1000 male dorsalis were marked for release
on the Mauna Loa Truck Trail.
With the exception of some fruit at Keanakolu, all field collected fruitis held in the insectory after folume, weight and count is obtained. To date 154
lots of fruit have been collected.
* For thi.3 particular section of the report I have drawn freely from the quartern
ly report of (3. Davis.
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The highest elevation at which fruit was collected, and from which Dacus
dorsalis haa been reared, was at the V/aikii Station at 4700 feet. Host fruit was
plum and walnut.
Since the insectary was not ready for occupancy until August 25? rearing of
flies and cage studies did not get under way until September9 The studies are,
therefore, very incomplete. As Rilo is a control station for most of the studies,
the various studies under way are described briefly.
(1) Caged Studies
(a} Longevitys In this study newly emerged flies are placed in 10 l/2
riTlO 1/2 x 10 l/2nesses and fed on a diet of honey, yeast, orange
juice and cube sugar. Water is made available by means of a
wick placed in a small bottle. No host material is provided
for the females. In a preliminary study started prior to the
establishment of Oriental Fruit Fly Investigations on this
Island, and which is continuing, flies cared for in the above
manner have lived 204 days at Hilo, and 220 days at Kauraana
and Pohakuloa,
Statue of the present studies under way is given on chart below:
Hilo
Date{Days
10-11
10-19
1
8
116
98
JSL
104
59
Kaumana
Date] Days I <? 1 g
9-29
10»3
10-6
1
3
6
120
120
120
120!
120
115
Pohakuloa
Date
9-16
9-22
10-3
10-ld
Day_§_ <9
Keanakolu
6
12
j 106103
102
17 ( 102
24 101
106
102
100
100
[ Date
9-12
9-19
9-26
10-3
99 || 10-10310-15
li
1
8
15
22
29
34
100
98
84
71
65
49
90
88
82
70
61
52
(b) Sexual Maturity^ Recently cages containing 100 newly emerged
males and females have been taken to ail stations.
(c) Ovipositions Field females in standard cages at Hilo readily
oviposited in four apoles exposed to them. It was observed that
they oviposited readily in apples that we siit rather than those
that were sliced. Generally, when apoles were slit, eggs were
deposited on the surface or in cuts made by a knife blade, and
could be readily observed from day to day. Onder favorable
conditions fruit thus exposed could be ranoved the same day
usually two or three hours after exposure. Eggs laid in Hilo were
taken to all stations.
Field flies collected at Hilo and taken to Keanakolu oviposited
readily in apples and passion fruit after being held there for a
week.
(d) Hatching: Eggs ovioosited in apples at flilo and taken to Keanakolu
hatched within a week at this station. An apple exposed to caged
females on October 11 at Keanakolu was found to contain eggs
which had apparently hatched prior to the 15th.
(e) Larval Development& Apples containing first instar larvae were
taken to Keanakolu on September 19 and October 3, 1949, and to
Pohakuloa end Kaumana on October .3.
Fly. Emergenps; Mature larvae are placed in a jar a day prior to
departure for field stations. On the foller/ing mominp 100 new
pupae are selected &.nd taken to each station.
100 puoae "-ere taken to Keanako.lu on Sept. 125 26 and Oct. 10,
100 « « ni: Pohakuloa « « 22 and 27
100 B " jj i: Kauiaana n B 27
There have been no emergence at Keanakolu, Pohakuloa or Kaumana.
(2) Quantitative Studies
A star fruit tree growing in Hilo and about five minutes' ride from
the insectary has been selected for this study. The first collection
of fruit was made on October 11, 1949, and daily collections are
continuing.
(3) KAUMANA - 2000 ft.
About ten miles v/est of Hilo, this station receives about 250 inches
of rainfall annually. A siasH Ar.r.y -hilist is being used to house
the ;uax.-min. ther.aoiseter and co^ed studies. In previous longevity
studies a high mortality of flies has taken place. Two out of 50
flies, equal eexsB, have lived for 220 days at this station. There
is little if any host material :ln the immediate area end the
vegetation, predominantly native, consists of tree ferns a"d ohia
trees-
U) POHAKULOA - 6511 ft.
This station is about forty-two miles west of Hilo. It receives
abou-c Ten inches of rain annually and has temperature extremes
ranging froa 27° to 85° F. The humidity is likewise variable
ranging fro* 5% to 100#. iiesn humidity is fibout 40?-. The vege
tation is predominantly native, but Menthley plum trees grow end
bear well at this station.
A anall building with part of the sides cut out houses a raax.-min.
thermoraster and caged studies. These etudies include longevity,
sexual maturity, opposition and pupal. There is nothing to
report at this time except that the trend is toward greater
longevity and delayed life history stages.
On .torch 7, 1949, on apple which was first excosed to gravid
females at Hilo on aerch 4 was transferred to this station. It
was observed upon arrival at this station that some eggs had
hatched. Cto &ay 23 five pupae were observed and on June 6? 1949$
the first emergence of dorsalis took place. Allov/ing two days
for the incubation of the egg, total cycle at this station was
93 days. By comparison, average cycle at Hilo is 30 days when
apples are used as the host fruit. Additional pupation took
place after May 5 and a total of 24 flies emerged, 11 being females
and 13 males«
On July 25, 1949 3 six females remained at this station. Their
exact age was not known, but based on the first emergence, they
were approximately 49 days old. On this day a slit apole was
exposed to them and, when checked a week later, no ovlposition
had taken olacs. This apole was replaced., and the following week
all females uere dead. (Mo ovinpsitaon hsd taken place in the
second appleo)
(5) SfiJE ~ 4700 ft.
This station is 55 miles northwest of Hilo. Considerable host
satsriol grows here, such ss walnuts, peaches, apples, plums,
apricots and Jarusal&jn cherries. The eaargance of dorsalis has
dssh tery low from fruit collected in this orchard as attested
by the following figures?
Wo. No.
dorsali.B emerged med..flies emerged
Plums ' 6 8
V/alnuts 28 1550
Jerusalem cherries 6 166
(o) KEAKAKOLD;- 5200 ft.
Located on the northeast slope of Mauna Kea5 Keanakolu is 60
:ailes northwest o? Hilo. It is on the edge of a fog belt and.,
therefore., the daily humidity at this station averages about
Z5%> There ara thres orchards in the vicinity of the insectaryj
and these include apples, quice, pltuns,, nectarines., peaches
and pears. T.,.- orchards ars surrounded by a native forest of
koa, and growing wild through this foras'b is £ cli:nbing passion
fruit (PasKiflora mqliissi.aa).
On Juns 21 sn initial survey of the orchard disclosed no dorsalis.
^lu;ns were in fruit at the time. On July 27, fourteen indii
traps, with citroaella as & lure, were placed in the orchards
and weskly checks showed negative results. In order to determine
how close dorsalis was to the orchard and what native hosts there
were, if anys a trap line was run from the orchard down the
Keanakolu-Ookala trail for a distance of six miles. The traos
were placed every half-maile, fourteen being set. The lure was
citronella, which attracts only the males. Elevations at each
trap were obtained from an altimeter.
'••'eskly trios were rasde down this trail, end the pooulation trends
are shown on page 3$
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Ttftn the absence of the Oriental Fruit Fly at the orchards an
established fact,, 1050 males and 1050 females were captured in
the field at Hilo, and 1000 of each marked on the thorax with
green lacquer. Fifty males and fifty females were dissected
to determine sexual maturity. Twenty-four percent of the females
and 42# of the males were immature., while 7656 of the females
and 58# of the males were mature«
These flies were taken to Keanakolu on August 29 and released on
August 30, in an attempt to find outs (1) could they establish
themselves under these climatic conditions, (2) what effect there
would be on longevity, sesual maturity, oviposition, egg hatch
ing, larval development, fly emergence, and (3) would released
flies stay in the area. Prior to the release of the flies, all
traps were removed from the orchard and all fallen fruit removed.
At the time of release there was Intermittent sunshine and fog.
Fruit in the orchards consisted of apples, pears, plums and
peaches, while mature wild fruit adjacent to the orchard con
sisted of Passiflora mplliBsiaa (passion fruit), Cpproama rhyncho-carpa (Pilo) and Phytolacca hawedi ensis (Poksberry5*7^
Weekly collections of fruit were made. Half of the fruit col
lected was retained in the inaectary at Keanakolu and the other
half was taken to Halo insectary.
The first collection of fruit was made on Sept. 5 and on Sept. 23,
19494 the first recovery of dorsalis larva and pupas was made from
the Hilo portion of passion fruit (Passiflora molli ssima). collected
on the above date. The first fly emergence at the Hilo station
took place 23 days after the flies were released at Keanakolu.A total of 17 flies emerged fro-n the first lot and seven from
a later collection.,
Four pupae were recovered from peaches that were collected at
Keanakolu on Sept. 27. These pupae are at this station and no
emergence has taken place.
Ho adultnarked flies were recovered at Keanakolu, and it is
believed that they drifted to lower elevations within three davs
after liberation.
MUNA LOA TROCK TRAIL; 4000 - 6700 feet.
This trail is locstsd on the northeast slope of Jauna Loa and is
eleven milas long. A weathar station is maintained at Kipuka Ki9
4200 fast. The vegetation is predominantly native but a D.
oprsalis host. Solatium p^euobcaiosicum (Jerusalem cherry), occurs
along the trail at elevations 4000 to 5100 feet- To find where
jJA. dorsalis. populations occur along this trail, as well as the
seasonal trend, index traps wars placed at half mile intervals,
froj* 4000 feet to 6700 feet. Results are shown on page JXJ3U
On September 30 the index traps were placed b by McPhail traps.
On the first check, flies v;ere found in all traps except the
nexrfc to the lest. The downward trend shown by the index traps
was apparently upset by the efficiency of the McPhail traps. There
are insufficient checks for comparative data. For lure, citro-
nella and water are used at the rate of 4 cc. to one-half pint water.
To determine the importance of elevation and temperature to fruit
ing periodicity of Jerusalem cherries, plots a yard square were
established at 4000, 4300;, 4600 and 5100 feet. Ripe fruit was
collected weekly, and immature fruit and flowers were counted*
Emergence from the ripe fruit suggests that higher elevations
are limiting factors as far as dorsalis is concerned. Comparative
data showing emergence of dorsalis at various elevations is on
102 .
To study drift of flies on the Mauna Loa Truck Trail, an initial
release of 1000 male flies was made at the end of the truck trail
(6700 feet) on October 13. The flies were marked with red lacquer
on the thorax* Prior to the release a focal point was established
and sixteen McPhail traps were placed in a ring 4:minutes' walk
from the focal point, or a radius of about 1000 feet. The lure
for each trap was A cc. citronella to 1/2 pint water. On October
19 only one marked fly was recovered. It was trapped in number 2
of the ringed traps, which was northeast of the point of liberation.
The trail descends in a southeasterly direction, (see page 100 .)
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POPULATION TRENDS ON THE KBANAKOUJ--QOKALA TRAIL
Traps set July 2«, 194-9
Trap
15
16
17
IS
19
20
21
22
Elev.
5200
4650
4450
A200
3900
3600
3
3
3
2
9 23 30 Sep.6 13
22
390
T!ia_. i 44S Total Flies
27 Oet-4
This population trend shows clearly a lower Incidence of flies
at the lower elevetiona and an uaoistalcable retree,t from higher elevations
as the season progresses. Whether this le an actual raoveiaent down the slope
tr the elimination of populations at higher elevations can only be surmised.
If the condition of tha trail is an index to precipitation the humidity curve
might reflect the reason for this population trend*
100
Studies of 13scus ■dpr'salis on jyhe^loofes .of
Mauna Los. on" the Sauna jL-oa Track
2?
o
• 0
V *
55LTT
o
S
An Initial release of 1000 male Decyo. dorselis was rr^de at the end of
the tfa-una Loa Tmolc Trail {670O feet)"at*"2:lTp«i»- on October 13. The flies
were marked on the dorsfil part of the thore-c .v/itli red lacquer. Prior to the
valease a focel point -?as established and a ring of 16 tfcPhai! traps were
placed at s. radris of about 1000 ft, or four luixrutcs* T/alking distance. The
lisra iised in the traps v/cs citrcnella- 4 cc psr pint of v;ater.
On Oct- 19 one aarked fly T/as recovered in trap Mo. 2, ^hich was northeast
of the ft.P. ?'eether; Partly cloudy, cool
® : Trsp in v;hich fly v.'as recovered Wind : iaodei'ttte S.E*R.P. : Release Point " Fruit Present;
HLT? ; fdsxme. Loa Truck Trail Vacciiiiujn reticulatuis
S^nohelia Tameiameiae
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■AAPNA LOA TRUCK TRAIL
Citronslia Traps Established July 26, 1949
Trat?
■ No.
! 23
I 22
i
21
20
19
18
j 17
! 16
15
14
I 13
:i2
In
ilO
9
8
7
6
5
; 4
3
2
1
Elev.
"o^OO
6500
6200
6000
5900
5800
5700
5550
5260
5220
5120
5020
4980
4860
4760
4620
4520
4420
4360
4250.
4150
4090
4000
11
10.5
10
9.5
9
8.5
8
7.5
7
6.5
6
5.5
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
7/?9
1
1
1
17
12
54
44
212
8/2
1
1
4
1
1
122
6
14
367
Date.
•?/x0
1
7
2
4
2
226
21
25
810
3 02" Checking and ]
?/17
5
1
179
23
344
8/24
1
145
28
29
28
■Y30
2
2
15
1
-
1
165
13
15
All.
). dorsslis
9/7
5
1
1
31
1287
28
43
0.658
9/14
1
1
1
12
5
594
9$
102
1703
trapoed
9/21
3
38
11
2
650
291
149
1154
_9/28
1
5
681
187
54
913
Total
!
1 j
1 1
2 I
3 1
41 S
2 |
2 ;
3 j
1 :
3 1
1 i
109
18
3!
4061 ;
724 !
493 :
7640 i
Compiled by C. Davis
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COMPARATIVE EMERGENCY OF DAGUS DORSALIS AND CERATITIS CAPITATA
FROM SOLANOM PSEnDOCAPSlCOfil OK MAUM LOA TRUCK TRAIL SAiQPLE PLOTS AWD RAEDOtf COLLECTIONS
Elevation
4.000 ft.
4300 ft.
4600 ft.
5100 ft.
Locality
Sample
Random
Sample
Random
Sample
Random
Sample
Random
No.
fruit
6
100
'13
iet 17
Dae.
2
12
2
0
Cer,
0
13
O
0
•■■■•. August
No.
» fruit
5
16
39
39
6
Sac
0
0
0
5
0
9A
. Cer.
0
2
2
3
0
Awcuf
Ho.
.fruit
0
37
5
100
10
100
0
100
it 31
Dae.
16
0
29
0
2
0
Cer.
/♦
7
97
6
20
0
Seotembor
Wo.
fruit
0
0
0
100
S
100
A.
0
Dae.
19
0
7
0
7
Cer.
79
22
87
0
Spotember
Ho.
fruit
0
0
3
100
2 .
100
0
100
Dae.
•
1
22
0
5
0
U.
Cer.
8
51
0
103
11
103
B. Studies on iAaui
U) Initial Tests In Life History Cages
The purpose of the initial tests rith the life history cages
was to find the best manner of providing the flies wife a
natural habitat in which to study the flies under varying
climatic conditions. It was found that Jerusalem Cherry
(Solanum pseudocaosicum)} guava (Psidiua guajava) and Ohelo
berry (Vaccdnitna -reticulatum) could be transplanted into large
metal drums while in fruit if handled carefully. The metal
containers measured 18 inches high and 14 inches in diameter
and provided ample room for the roots of plants four to five
feet high. Four plants were put in each cage initially but
the inclement weather at Vfaiakamoi Station and flaleakala caused
s heavy mortality of the flies due to inadequate protection.
More vegetative protection is apparently essential in these
cages-
At the lower stations at Kula end Haiku the principal problem
was ant-proofing tha cages. The cages had purposely been
erected on a platfC'Cm with legs so thst they could sit in
drums of oil. In spite of this precaution ants were observed
in both cages. It :ls quite possible that they were introduced
with the plants. This posed the problem oi? getting the plants
into the cage;-: while bsing certain that there v/ers no ants in
the soil. The answsr to this seems to be in growing the
plants on an nnt-pruof platform prior to introducing them into
the C8.ges. Ants3 particularly Pheidole megajCSPhala, must exert
considerable pressure on the fly populationT ' In fact this
praditor may be moro effective than certain introduced parasites.
It has been frequently obssrved that flies caught in traps
have aits attached to their legs. The larvae also are subject
to the attack in tho critical period between lesving the fruit
and entering rhe ground to pupate and even in the fallen fruit.
Station
Elev.
flaleakala
7030
fteikamoi
__425O
Haiku
. 500
Kula Farm| .2*50
.'.lax
Jviin
: bbUo
66
AS
81
64
72
50
Release
Date
10/3
.10/4ld/6
ioA
10/3
No.
Flies
255?
1029
242?
255*
270a1
Chficked
Date
10/12
10/12
10/11
10/7
10/l2
Dead
163
48
79
45
27
Checked
date
10/17
10/17
10/17
10/17
10/17
Dead
86
27
135
7
8
Total
Days Dead
U
_13_
11
13
14
249
75
214
52
35
$
iAogtality
975S
73
88J?
20$
12#
Note; The hse-oy mortality in the Haleakala Station uos due to inadequfite
protection during a stora which Issted 24 hours with low temperatures
and driving rein»
Hosts in Cages
Haleeksla Psidiua gua/eva Waikajioi V. reticulatum
Solanum pseudoce osi cum £5. pseudocaosi can
Veceiniua reticulatum
Kula Ficu8 carica Haiku Psidiua guaiava
Psidlum gua.java £&• pseudocsosicum
Splanum oaeudocspsicum
?*ater was provided in all cages as well as guava fruit.
Preliminary tests indicate that precipitation and humidity may be equal-y
important as temperature in the role of environmental resistance.
A Preliminary Sfrudy of Population Trends
Trap No. Date Count Date Count Date Count
Kula Farm 24 10/12 60 10/17 68 10/22 65
39 " 45 ■ 22 ■ 110
49 " 61 « 103 " ?4
48 " 84 " 77 ■ 188
Nursery, Haiku 41 « 7 « 33
67 10/10 3841 10/13 3546 10/17 46IO
70 » 851 ■ 797 « 966
78 « 1702 « 1575 n 2277
79 " 3346 " 27^7 " 1991
Haiku, Mango Orchard 89 " 1573 « 1473 n 2171
105 » 2994 10/12 10/17 1379
107 " 2298 ■ U45 " 689
2? n 354 " 275336 "33-80865 " 180 « 69
Note: Kula Farm Traps set out 10/7
Nursery, Haiku » " 10/7
^lango 0, " v n
■■ ■ ■ ■ ii ■ i '■
■
A Prel'TT.inar? Study of Ply. i^j.-Xr^i"
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TMr studv w\s made s.t Haiku at the Tsrri'fc&rial !«ura«vy using five
J.!c Phr.il ::rc-T"^ with b citron-"lla lur^c Tht- trssws war^ checli«d every twenty
mimit«B from 7:00 nn until 4:40 pwu On the .gr
i; iMio^ted* Totiwertture is c).otfe»d Trow -fe1^
iiTiitv-v of. ©©tiveniaws' fcHc ' i'S^al ofi'fcoh Tsf ■ thei
B^>h the "fly count, per hour
j».hy mliwti? raadin?:-
Indi-i^'-ed. It -is iii^t»rRRt;i?i:; to no+,e Sbfct a peak in -fcemperature
■}v. - corr;.-.por..ilr.r dcprrtcslor. i:; fly nativity*
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(4) A Study, in the Flight Movements o£ Dacus dorsjiis on toe
Slopes of Haleakala
introduction - Wxile it is true thet the movements °? t^sfly in one situation do not necessarily reflect what movements may be expected*K33Si:S£SSSS££Bthe United States which can lay claim to a slope, ^ ET!?l««imountains or foothills as doeB this extinct volcano which risee from sea levelr?o!oSS ?eet? low far will the fly travel? Will they disperse generally or
tend to fly in a definite direction? Will the low temperatures in this area
prevent a wide dispersement? How long may one expect to pick up the released
flies at the release point? The answer to these and some other questions were
to be realized by this work*
Methods - Male flies were trapped by means of the McPhail
Trap (glass invaginated) which was baited with citronella-soaked cotton balls
suspended from the cork in the top of the trap. Initially a few traps were
placed in three different areas to find a place of high fly population. Kula
Sanitarium Farm (2850 ft.) showed 74? flies recovered in nine traps in four
days. Territorial Hursery at Haiku (500 ft.) showed 15,763 flies trapped in
seven traps in two days* Baldwin's mango orchard near Haiku had a catch of
7,107 flies in two traps in two days. Evaluating the results by the use of
the formula F_: tdc we arrive at the follovdng:
TD
Kula : tdc t 20
TerroU,Haiku : tdc : 1126
Baldwin's : tdc : 17?3 *
The index at Baldwins mango orchard later diminished indicating a falling
population. Eliminating Kula Farm the other two areas were concentrated on
for the trapping of the male flies. Thirty traps were placed in each locality
in an area about a half of a block. In this manner several thousand flies
were obtainable within a few hours. It was noted that the flies were abundant
in the traps in the morning particularly. It was also observed that frequent
checking resulted in a greater total than leaving the traps for one or two
days. This indicated that many of the flies escape. Ordinarily the fly is
strongly positively phototropic and negatively geotrophic which meant that
the traps could best be emptied by covering with a dark cloth and tilting up
ward into the cage. However, citronella has a tendency to anesthetize the
flies for jnany of them refuse to respond to light or gravity stimulation.
Marking - Having obtained the flies they were taken to
the lab where they were marked. There are undoubtedly a number of marking
techniques. I have received estimates of from 1000 a day to 250 an hour for
a single man. The method used in this study was a three-man team which could
mark 1000 to 1200 flies an hour. The two markers sat at opposite sides of a
desk and the third man sat at the end. The two markers were passed freshly
anesthetized flies on the top of petri dishes by the third man who caught
them with an aspirator and blew them into test tubes which had etherized cotton
in the bottom. As the two markers finished a petri dish of flies they passed
% them to the end of the table where the "fly catcher" recorded the number and
put them in the cage* About twenty-five flies were anesthetized at a time.
They rere left in the test tube until the last fly just finished wiggling and
* D: days set; F: total flies caught; tdc: trap daily catch
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then dumped on top of the petri dish. By the time the marker completed the
jjkk twenty-fifth fly they were beginning to become active again. The sharpened
v end of camel hair brush handles proved to work more satisfactorily than the
brushes themselves. The tip was dipped in lacquer so that a tiny sphere
formed at the end. The flies were held by a pair of forceps by the wing and
the tip just touched to the dorsal part of the thorax. When the lacquer was
the right consistency a tiny round spot would adhere to the thorax. The petri
dish of flies is placed inside of the cage until the next dish is ready. This
interim period gives the lacquer an opportunity to dry. If the flies are
blown off the petri dish too soon they will stick to the bottom of the cage
on their backs. The mortality of the marking operations depends upon the skill
of the anesthetizer and the care with which the flies are marked and handled.
300 flies were placed in holding cages 10 l/2 x 10 1/2 x 10 1/2" •
Trap Pattern - The release point (EP) was indicated as the
point of a triangle near the sunimit and the trap lines became increasingly
longer as they approached the base* Those lines closest to the RP had the traps
spaced farther apart to allow the fly to infiltrate down the slope. Above the
RP was a string of traps whose purpose was to intercept those flies which would
move upward toward the summit. The mileage from the summit to the Haleakala
cut-off (3700 feet) was measured and each cut-back numbered. Traps were then
placed on certain cut-backs. This eliminated a good deal of cross-country bik
ing over rough terrains. However, in order to extend the trap lines it was
necessary to extend the cut-back lines on the left and right. In addition to
the trap liues^ it is the intention to make spot checks at various localities
after th© fly has had an opportunity to disperse.
Release of Flies - It wae the intention to release 10,000
flies at 9000 feet at about 9:00 a.m. on October 21. The flies were carried
to the summit in 33 holding cages. At the beginning of the trip the temperature
was 5U degrees and the flies were quite torpid. At 9 o'clock a cold easterly
wind was holding the temperature at the 9000 foot level to 54 degrees. This
is below the threshold of activity for the fly and it was pointless to release
them at the temperature. The sky was slightly hazy and the sun obacured. Try
ing the 8000 foot level we found the temperature about 60 and the stssa was
climbing above the haze. The flies inside the panel-truck had beccae quite
active as the temperature inside the dosed truck was 70. At this point another
check was made at the 9000 foot level and the temperature had risen to 58. The
flies were finally liberated on the number 5 cut-back at about 8500 feet elevation.
The sky was slightly overcast but the sun was warm enough to feel. The temperature
at the beginning of the release was 64 and climbed to 66 as the last cage was
emptied. There was a very slight wind from the east. A total number of 8388
flies were liberated between 10:45 and 11:15 a.m. Of the 10,072 flies which were
marked betreen the dates of 13 and 21 October, 1684 v.ere either crippled or had
died in the interim.
Observations - Between 60 and 62? F. seems to be the threshold
of activity for the fly at the time of the release. Upon release the flies flew
up slightly and then veered eastward, up the slope and into the very slight
wind. In all the flies released the behavior was the same with the exception
of a few strays which wandered off erratically. After completing the liberatia
a survey of the vegetation fifty feet below the road, west of the release point
jp», was made and no flies were observed. A similar search above the road and to
I the east of the release point found then in goodly numbers.
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Why the flies flew in this direction might be explained by the fact thet the sunblind the haze apoeared as a spot of light and they may have been flying towardtoe source of greatest light. The fact that they flew up the slope was contraryto what one might expect. Host material and climatic optimum usually would be down
the slope in most areas»
Recoveriei - The weather from the time the flies were released
on October 21 until the first check of the traps onOctober 24 was clear and
fairly warm. The Haleakala Station had a Max. of 69° and a ttin. of 38°. The
temperature up the slope at the release point was probably a few degrees colder.
Weather condition on the slope was good for dispersal. *****»**>'*** *U"were recovered. One of them was marked. This trap was about half of_*J^le from
the release point down the slope at an elevation of about 7600. Another recovery
was made in Trap. No. 21, down the slope at about 7500 feet elevation, about a
half mile from the release point. This fly had apparently entered the trap
recently for he was quite active and istting on top of the weter. Two unmarked
flies were found at Trap 45 at 4000 ft. and an unmarked fly was found in Trap 48at the same elevation. The unmarked fly taken at 7600 is the highest point 2§SSg
dorsalie has been recovered on aaui. One more recovery was made in Trap 95 in tae
£ section about 6 miles froa the release point.
This reoort includes only the first check of the trap 3 days after liberation
and it is quite possible that future checks will indicate a greater dispersement.
It is planned to release about 1000 more flies late in the afternoon to observe
if the sun has any effect on their direction of flight.
Elevation
.9-779 to 9200
1
'8700
Cutback
8500 to 7900!
? i
Ext. L
3
5
1750a to 7100i 7
xo
£xt» L
Ext. R
28
Ext. L.
Ext. ft
Lab to
Kula San.
Olinda
Miles
4350 to 4000
3700 to 3000
4000 to 3500
1.8
1.2
1.2
1.6
1.2
.8
.8
.6
1.4
2.2
5.6
No.Traps'Distance
'Between
7
6
4
4
13
4
4
3
7
11
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11
I .2
.2
.4
.4
•2
.2
»2
.2
.2
.2
Trap numbers
139.^,28,103,144, 18,13*
12,23,44,55,64,141
46
106,49 (R.P.)
3I,10;21,108
169,52
39,l«3,19,l69,l4O,6i,l82,137,
37,145,54,76,32 J
69.75,143,184 j
60^72,105,121 ;
154,136,68
77,13,71,180,63,181,58 :
74,25,91,45,48,94,7,11,41,123,;
98 ;
157,131,38,26,2,50,66,34,167, I
24,120,8,22,35 j
57,95,172,155,83,51,*2,122,92,'
29,17 I
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Total mile's of Trap Lines s 24«8
Total Walking Trap Lines : 3.4
Total number of Traps » 89
Approximate Sq. Mi. covered: 50..
Condition of Flies Active
Flies Released - 8388
Release-Point Elevation 85OO ft.
Date of Release Oct. 21, 1949
Hour 10:45 &°n° to.11:15 a.o«
Temp. 64 to 66 E.
V/eather: Slightly overcast
Wind:. Very .slight, from East.
Note: Flies were observed to fly up the slope and East upon release.
Ext. L i Extension left of cut-back.
(5) A Comparative Study of the Attractiveness of Various Fruits
to Dacua dorsalis Hendlo
This limited study was carried on in three different areas
using fflcPhail traps. These sites were characterised by dif
ferent population levels of the fly. The population at Kula
Sanitarium Farm could be considered an area of low fly inci
dence. The limiting factor appears to be suitable host material
in sufficient quantities. While there was a good variety
including banana, fig, limes, oranges, lemons, avocado, there
was insufficient ripe fruit to maintain a high population.
At the second site, Territorial Nursery at Haiku, a high fly
population was in evidence. This appeared to be the result
of a good source of summer avodado*
The third site, a mango orchard near Haiku, had a high popu
lation which was rapidly diminishing as the mangoes, which
had supported it, were going out of season.
Sliced fruit was used in dry trapB which were checked daily
and counts taken of the flies trapped.
As a basis of comparison an index figure was established by
multiplying the number of traps by the number of days they
were set and dividing this figure into the total flies caught.
The formula might be expressed .F.: tdc. Broken down, Tt
T D
Traps, D: days set, Fj Total flies caught and tdc indicates
trap daily catch. The following data shows how the index
figure may be usedt
Traps Days checked TD_ Lure
Flies Index
A ft.
tula Sanitarium Farm - An area
10
10
10
3
3
3
30
30
30
of low fly incidence
Fig
Banana
Citronella
9
89
275
8
124
0
Territorial Nursery, Haiku - An area of high fly incidence
9
10
5
2
1
2
18
10
10
Banana
Pineapple
Citronella
taldwin's aiango Orchard, Haiku - An area of high but diminishing incidence
81
16
1712
74
21
0
.30
2.7
9.1
4.5
1.6
171.
.26
4.1
4.4
2.1
20
20
17
2
2
2
1
1
40
40
17
2
Mango
Banana
Avocado
Guava
11
7
122
156
4
20
Tet Citronella Traps in the above areas
Cula 4
fN Haiku
3JS0 "
4
5
3
5
2
12
20
10
250
33,456
10,404
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74.
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1040.
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11/8
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"Ecological Report on Hawaii
"Ecological Report on Maul
"Report on aaui Trip"
"Progress Report lAaui"
"Progress Report Hawaii"
"Vanda Orchid Surrey"Dr. Walter Carter's Inspection Trip"
Dr.
Dr.
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Dr. W
Dr. W
Dr. W
Carter
Carter
Carter
Carter
Carter
Carter
Summary and Conclusions,
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Project »
Investigations to detomine the offoot of oonotant low temperatures
on tho developBont of all stages of O» dorsalis*
Lfl,na Projoot - I-Q-l
Preliminary Results Obtainod fron tho /jxposuro of All Stages of
to a Constant To.^poraturo of 32CF« £or_a_fearf.od of from
One to
(l) Faparia
A total of 4>55O jjuparia irerc colloctod fro:.i sand boneutli host fruits o
Thoso \jotq randomiaed and fifty puparia placed iii each of ninoty
snail ISrloni^oyor flaote \i±Hx onouch sand ad-led to jU3t covor tlio pupae»
Tho flasks tiaro divided into ton sorieo of nino to a sorios« Ono
sorioo uas iiuodiatoly placod in tho rofrif^rator cabinet (32?Fo)
and ono flaok ranovod oach day for nine dayo« T2:o ro;;winin[; asrioo
v/oro hold at roou toErporature and v .frisoratod in conoecutivo
order fron ono day to ninoo Ono of each oorios xraa hold at roon
tei^orafcure for controlo Tlio folloxrilnc toblos isrovido bho roaults
obtained to dato:
Table 1 ltefriKorated 8/1/A9
Kuiaber of Do doroalia flies emerging fron pupae aftor reiioval
to ronpi ta^TQinitiirQ ii^nn rQfVt^r^tJpn for aAge of pupae upon enteringrefrigerator 32°Fo
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Table 2 Rdfrigeratod 8/2/49
1-
•
Ago of pupae upon ontoi-iae
refrigerator 32°F»
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? (iA.«>
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Table 3 RofrlKeratod 8/3/4.9
3 da.
3 dao
1 flfta
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3 dao3 djao
3 dao
Totals
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TaKLo L liefrigaratod 0/21/49
4, c
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Table 5 Rafrifiarated 8/22/19
Nuabor of Do doroalis flios enorging fros: pupa© after reaovel
tn TnrvA tenncmrhm-a imnn refrigeration for;of pupae upon enteringrefrigerator 32°F«
Table 6 Refriaaratod 8/lA9
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Table 9
Age of pupae upon entering
refrigerator 32^o
9 da.
9 da
9da,
9 daa
Total:
Refrigerated 8/H/Z.9
Number of Do dorsalis flies emerging frora pupae after removal
to room tei-mgratj
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First inetar larvae were reaoved fror. iiicubation dishes immediately upon
hatchp and ten apples vrere iiioeiilated vjith txrani^-fivo larvae eacho One apple
\rao held for control., tho remaining nin© \soyq refrigorated and one removed
each day for nine days* Results vraro apponded in tho folloxrlng tables
Table 11
Apples inoculated vriLth
25 1st instar larvae &
immediately rsfrigor-
ated 8/l/49» Control
n
LLpupae
4 pupae
3 pupae
n
%
Iiumber
. dao
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pupa
2
15
0
of pupa© recovered froin fruit held at room
tenporature after refrigeration for?
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5 c
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0
o rate
8/n/4<;
J9/^/491
0
XX7
Freshly hatched first instar larvao uero colleotod fron incubation
dishes and fifty iraro transferred to each of ton Potri dishes containing
a ^e^n prepared from macerated papaya, honey and yeasto The following
table shows tho rooults obtained:
Tsblo 12
Larvao refriger-
ated at 32°F»
1 day
2 "
q ntt
4 n
6 "
7 "
8 «
9 «
Control
Itortalitw
16
38
47
49
49
50
50
50
50
0,
Pupae
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
49
Mo larvae survived beyond five days after subjection to refrigeration
at
Nine sectioned life history cages, each containing ten Do dorsals,
equal to sex» were used for each of tho following groups of flies,
freshly energed and field collected- A table of tho rosults follows*
Sable 13 iluniber of Days Survived
of days
refriiieratod
for theOpposition sections viore exposed to eravid female §* q^gperiod of ono hour on 8/24/49 and the eggs so collected held for 23 iioure
before refrigeratingo
Eggs were randomized fifty to each of ten potri dishes lined xjith filter paper
and moistened with a solution of 1/10 of 1% oupric chloride»
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The eggs were held under refrigeration 32®Fo for periods of fran one day
to nine days* The following table gives results obtained to dates
Table 1Z.
Data
8/26/49
?/29/49.
8/30/49
2/VA9
5/2/49
3/26/49
Mo- 1
33hatehed
1 «
1 »
0
0
Control
49
Moo 2
0
IShatchssI
0
0
0
No. 3
0
IThatehed
0
0
0
Noo L
0
uhatehet
2 "
0
0
floo 5
0
0
0
0
0
1J00 6
0
0
lhatched
0
0
IIoo 7
0
0
0
0
0
Hoc 8
0
0
■ 0
0
0
No. 9
0
0
0
0
0
Proc the data obtained it appears that no i-upae survive refrigeration for
longer periods than is necessary to cause the death of eggs and larvae held at
corresponding temperature. However, it uoul-I apivoar that ths age of the pupae
nay have a diroct bearing upon its ability to *..dthstand low tciaporatures o
Puparia parasitized by Opius lon^-icaudatus yielded adults aftor six days of
refrigeration from pupae held nine days before being jjlaced in the refrigerator
All parasites rocovereu were Opius longicaudatus.
U9
Line Projoat ~ 1-0^1 <, 3
Investigations to obtain aacurato data at constant taiapGrutiiros at 2 1/2°G
intervals Dn the viovelopuental rango of D* d-grsajLis in all stages o
Initial tost to d9t:.rr;iino inclination x hatoiling periods at the follotdng
tercporuturss: ^^"Co, 13eC«.3 20cC;, 22O5OC»P 25°C«J> 30cC«,
^iico xrorcclitained by exposing a ta-igontiol section of cranfjo rind secured to
Slacu idtli paraffin, to co&ad flies that lia. pi'eviousl,/ bsan colloctecl in the
field" ili3 oectioiic wcro nado available to tho flies for a poriod of ono hour
either a.°u» ox* p^m* dov.ondia-j ^.ipon the ectiEuta of incubation and tho o;idoavor
to ro^ulatD tlw iiatcli to daylight ixouroo
Bess yore removed fror.i the orauge skin sections by i^eans of a fine cariel's hair
brush uiva transferred to petrl dishes Hired ulth iiil: X&aukouwl filter papar* The
paper uas Iv^iit noiot with a On!!, percent solution of cuprie chloride oivJ covers
ware place on iilio clishec io furtuor provenb desiccation»
Tug ocsg vjdi'C incub.itoJ. ia flvo iiioiuatocl cabinotoj i;ith li^ht bulbs (iiica;idescent)
supplying' 'die source of L.,atj opou rhallo\; dioiios. of saline solution tlie humidity,
and an 8" fan providing the circulation of air<> Hloctric thonuo-rocula^tors
controlled tkio' tenperaturo to uitliin * 0c20°C. A iiygro-thernoaraph and tliormcnetor
x;ere kept in each cabinet in order to cheek tho settings*
Observations \i3vq r^xde ovary hour* The dishes containing eggs, wera ranovod fron;
the cabinets and exanined undex* the binocular laicroscope and any hatch xraa
recorded at that tine- Tlic rosults obtaiiied are presented in tho folloidn^ tables
•Table 15 HIOUBATIOII IliVSCaiUG
12e5
15
20
22-5
25-
30
35
37o5
■•HB1333R
EICUiliTfiD
1S2
231
95
399
262
232
442
18?
ZIK-ESR
IIUGIiBD
0
ie
67
174
78
142
23.
0
PERIOD
HOURS
423
132
65
67*50
33
26
60
2GD
0
20
6
8
6
6
2
0
PSR CBiJT
0
7.79
70*53
43-61
33«58
63o3S
4.75
0
V
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The results show that the zainisrum time requirod for egg3 to hatch at these
tenpe'catures was 26 Iiour3 at a toi.iix5r.itur3 of 306C<> and the jaaxtouia 182 hours
at li>°C. In the3attos? ease the first hatch (2 eggs) v&s observed at 8 p.nu,
182 hours after incubation, but no further hatch occurred until 7 aoia* the foilov;-
injj morning 11 hours later. While'at a temperature of 35°Co total hatch took
placs in the span of two bourn, twenty eggs hatched in the first hour and only
one in the second» It *jould appear that the ther*sal death point of both the
high and low end of the temperature range for eggs has been aeared and the
critical point can be ascertained in the very near future froia experiiaents
now in progress°
When eggs irers removed froa the cabinets 12o5°C<> and 37e3°Co and placed in
cabinet 30*0., after tha full incubation period listed, no hatch visls obtained.*
\
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Project ,I~O-3.«6 • •
Outline for determining susceptibility of California fruit to infestation and
development of I^cus, dorgalis, (Uendelo),
Fruits arriving at the laboratory will be immediately unpacked, randomised, and
three representative samples segregated for exposure to ths fliesc
Sample one iriJLl be weighed;, anil tho fruits laboled and exposed to gravid flies
in standard screen roaring cage30 Each cage will be designated in a number or
index letter* Whenever possible fruit raade available to the flies will be by
variety,, and standardised to woighto A standard media of macerated papaya s
powdered yeast, and honey will be constantly available to the flies in each
eageo Observations vrill bs ix-de to deteroino tho flios reaction to the introduced
hosts and oviposition and feeciing preference for tho fruits notedo
Hosts will remain exposed to :ho flies for a period of tine considered to suffice
for obtaining infestation data, a^d reiaoved before decadence of the frait is
vory advancedo
Fruits removed froia the cages will be isolated injallon cans and reposed over
screened sando jSach can will be assigned tho cage identification symbolo
Biweekly sittings of the sand will be made to recover any pupae that may be
present and these in turn will be placed in erlonsneyer flasks in woist sand and
fly onergence recorded each day,,
Host 1reference
One sauple will be coiapo3ed a£ nixed fruits or varieties of the same fruit..
These samples will be weighed and troateU in e>aetly the same manner as prescribed
for the initial tesfc« It is hoped that bj exposing tli© varieties of i'ruit to
cages of flies in this nanno:?, that host preforence raay bo discoveredo Positional
changes vdll be iaado sb often as poseibles so tliat the factor of positional
attraction raay be held at a miniaumo Fruits will be removed, isolated, and the
sane procedure carried out as outlined for saiiplo one«.
3e t Fiold iiost Preference
The Waird saiap:.o will0 wlienever possible, be a duplicate of tho fruits and
varieties used for the caged host pruforonce tosto Fruits will, be usighedj) and
wire cradles or slings icade to supix>rt the fruits tritiiout interfering witii their
expofjure to the flios« The fruits will then lx) ranovGd' outdoors and suspended
from branches of preferred natural host fruits connon to Hawaii» With an
abundance of local fruit in all stages of devolo£inoni tuid a strong population
of flios present, it is hoped 1;o detoinina \jisat attraction tlie i.itro;'aicod fruits
wilLl have upon tho fruit fly and to \jiiat extent infestation takes place-
A comparison of results obtained fron fruits exposed to tho caged flies, when
iioasurotl with data collected from 'tiaoso expose u in co petition \ri.tli local field
hoats, raay provide socio idea of tho susceptibility of California fruits to
12S
field infestation*
Note3 will bo submitted on the current progress of tho investigations eacla woek
and a conpleto report submitted at the conclusion of each test* Teats should
bo completed about thirty liays after initial exposure of tho fruit, depending
upon the rapidity of host decadence and length of exyosur© to tho flios«
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Project » I-O-I06
The susceptibility of Californian fruit to infestation and development of
Bacus dorsaliso
The infonaation contaiiiod in tiiia raport conatitutoo tho findings at the
conclusion of the initial experinonte Fruit exposed to tho flies is hold
in isolation aftor removal from the eage3 and completion of each report is
baaed upon the emergence of the last fly froir. puparia recovered fron the fruito
It was Interesting to note that the cage observations on fly reaction to tho
introduction of the various fruits was rather significanto Upon the introduction
of nectarines the fllos became ^ry interosteds and fenulos vory aggressive to
liieribers of tho same sex whenever they encroached upon tho fridt area that she
was investigating. Obviously tho nectarines were considered sufficiently
attractive to the females for oviposition and deposition of eggs v»3 observed
very shortly after the flies becaMe accuctoiied to the host. In tho case of
pear it was observed that tho flies exhibited greater interest in the food
properties of the fruit and the females showed no great desire to oviposits
ilowevar, many factors and their combinations can contribute in a largo measure
for the flies reactiono Color, skin texture, degree of ripeness and size
of fruit make it very difficult to drat* any comparison of true host attractiveness
Fruits vere exposed to the flios for periods of time based upon normal infest
ation expectancyp the rate of host docadoaco, and the arrival of now host
material. In every case the period '.as considered adequate to provide host
records o '£he primary puppose was to establish vihothor tho fruit could become
a suitable host and not uhat extent of infestation could bo established•
Soverol factors contribute to low enuaz'gence of flics ovar puparia recovered©
Insufficient food uedia is one of tho possible roasons* High larval populations
need an abundance of host Media, otherwise, they migrate and consequently are
forced into premature pupation© Soiiie fruits exude great quantities of water
when the cells become damaged by larval activity and surrounding pupae aro in
consequence drownod«
However, wJien the snail amount of host r-iatoriol oxpoaed to the flies is taken
into consideration^ infestation rocords of any degree constitute a definite
standard for evaluating host suscsptibilityo
It is interesting to note that when Californian fruits woro introduced to the
flies in the field by the expedient oi" suspending them in close proxinity to
native host fruits, infestation by Do doraal^s took place* iiowevor, in
roviowing tlie ciata subi.iittod it nust be reaemberod that in every caso tlie records
aro obtained fron Californian fruito exixisad to U> dorsalia under llavjaiian
conditions o "~
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CAGE EIFESIATION OF CALIFORNIA FRUITS BY D. dorsalls
Cage
No*
A
B
G
In Out
Date Date Troa of Fruit
8/26/49 8/31/49 Standard Tioga
Nectarines
3/26/49 8/31/49 Standard Tioca
Nectarines
G/26/49 3/30/49 standard Tioca
Grano Total
Quantity Each Weight
2 207 207
3 210 210
3 214 214
Pupation
Date
9/7/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
9/7/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
9/16/49
9/7/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
No.
Pupae
13
7
16
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
14-
10
«u
8
0
14
75
52
0
12
0
1
0
0 0
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
Data
9/16/4.9
9/19/49
9/20/49
9/16/49
9/20/49
9/21/49
9/26/49
9/29/49
9/16/49
9/22/49
ace . Emergence
Flies Pupation
2OO1
4$$
41.67
1$
20cP
100.0
1$
1$
1.49
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CAGE EIF STAmffll Off CUJFOttHIA ESIIK 3Z D. dorsalis
Cage
Ho*
In
Dato
Out
Data of Fruit
D 3/26/4.9 3/31/4-9 Standard T
Nectarines
E 3/26/49 ^31/49 Standard Tioga
Nectarines
F C/26/49 8/31/49 Standard Tio^a
xfoctarines
loipation and Uteorgonna EmergenceOubob Total Ho. —IJo. over
Quantity Sach \feifftt Date Pmae Date Flisa.
216 216 9/7/49
200
216
0 9/16/49
0
2 9/19/499/9/49 30 9/20/49
19
t 1 9/21/499/13/49 16 D
77 D 9/26/49
2?$
1$
3$?
1$
24 D 9/29/49 1^
1$
200 9/7/49 1 9A6/49 1$
32 9/19/49 26$o
30
9/9/49 12 D 9/20/49
A
27
9/13/49 23 D
0 D
216 9/7/49
9/9/49
9A3/49
1
6
54
3
63
6
0 D
3 D
3 D
9/16/49 4
9/19/49 14$$
9/20/49
46.15
59»57
25.56
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CAGE HmSTXSIOii OF OdLIFORHIA WJJTSS BY D. dorsalig
Cage la
Date
Out
Sato Type of Fruit
Grams Total
Each Weirfit
Ifoation and Emergence Emergence
NOci I'lOo ■ 0V&7
Date Pupae Date Flies Pupation
G 8/26/49 8/3X/49 Standard Tio£ja
ITGctarines
H 8/26/49 8/31/49 Standard Tioga
Nectarines
206 206 9/7/49
9/9/49
9A3/49
9A6/49
202 202 9/7/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
0
2
2
6
1
1
15 D
12 D
39 D
42
64 D
8
89
3
50
0 0
0 D
9/16/49
9/21/49
9/22/49
9/26/49
9A6/49
9/19/49
9/22/49
I©*
1$
77»78
44oOO
TOTAL
D Q Host discarded
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FIELD HOST PRSESRSnCE OP O&IFOSNLi FRUITS 3Y D. dorsalia
native
Host Tree
Ifcngo
(Kangifera
indica)
n
n
n
a
Date
SwMsed
8/29/49
Dato
Isa-
lated
9/2/49
8/29/49- 9/2/49
S/29/49
8/29/49
8/29/49
9/2/49
9/2/49
9/2/49
Tyne of Fruit
Local Royal Purple
nectarine
Local Koyal Purple
Joctarine
Standard Tioga
Nectarine
Standard Tioga
ilectarine
Bartlett Pear
Grans
Each
87
82
41
43
207
Total
Wefc&t
87
82
41
43
207
Pumtioi
No.
Date Piroac
9/7/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
9/20/49
9/7/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
9/7/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
9/7/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
9/7/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
9/21/49
0
1
25
5
11
0
0
6
22
0
34
41
0
0
13
13
28
x and fiiorftGnce IDciorcencs
ffoc over
j Date Flies Pucation
9/19/49
9/20/49
D 9/23/49
0
9/19/49
9/20/49
D
9/21/49
9/19/49
0
9A9/49
dead larvae
2$$
i? 33.33
0
30b-
1$
24.00
D = Host Discarded
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CAGE IflFSSTAJIDII OF O&IFOItKIA, FitUITS 3Y D« doraalls
Cage
Date Date Type of Fruit
Grams Total
Quantity Each Weir&t
Pupation and Emergence Emergence
Nod Noo over.
Date Pupae Bate Flies Pupation
1 8/26/49 3/31/49 Local Koyal Purple
Koctarinos
2 8/26/49 3/30/49 Local Royal Purplo
ITectarines
3 3/26/49 * 3/30/49 Local Royal Purpls
llectarinss
4 S/26/49 3/30/49 Local Royal Purplo
IJcctavinss
120
130
126
110
122
112
116
250
236
22S
9/7/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
9/7/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
122 9/7/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
9/7/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
9/21/49
54
93
3
■ 3
0 D
6D
9A6/49
9/19/49
0 D
6 D
2
15
5
7
4D
0 D
2
0
5
0 D
6 D
16
9/16/49
9/20/49
9/22/49
9/16/49
9/19/49
9/21/49
9/23/49
7 9A6/49
84" 21$$
47
900-
4?$
I©'
27=03
62»07
69»57
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CAGE LiFaSTATlOIi OF CJiLIPUiKJIi FHUIT3 BY Do doraalis
Iloo Date Date
Grans Total
of Frgit Quantity Each Weight
Pupation and Siaergancfl
ye Punae
Saergance
2Jb« over
Date BOlea Piroation
5 3/26/49 8/30/49 Local Royal Purple
Nectarines
6 8/26/49 S/30/49 local Soyal Pus-pile
Ifectarinac
7 S/26/49 3/30/49 Local Royal Purplo
nectarines
117
131
U4
135
120
217
2JS
249
237
9/7/49
9/9/49
4
0
0
37
9/16/49
9/22/49
9A3/49 2 D
9/7/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
31 D
33
7
3
13
0 D
0 D
9/16/49
9/7/49 159
6
9/9/49 159
139/13/49 0.D
0D
9/16/49
US?
42.62
5.93
TOTAL
D « Host discarded
Hotes 20 larvae dead froa drouniag on 2nd* sifting - 9/9/49 Cage Ho* 6
24-37
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CASE EIFiL'STATIOI! OF CALIFOittllA FRUITS BY D. ao
Cage Iii Out
Mqo OatfS, .Date , „ Typa, of Fruit
Pnpation and Etaoraanoe Emergence
teams Total ifoo Koo over
Quantity Each Weight Date Ptroae Date Flies
1 8/30/49 9/2/49 Bartlett Pears
2 8/30/49 9/2/49 Bartlett Pears
3 S/30/49 9/2/49 Bartlctt Pears
4 8/30/49 9/2/49 Bartlott Poors
5 8/30/49 3/32/49 Bartlott Pears
128 12tJ 9/9/49 0.
9/13/49 0
9/16/49 0
9/21/49 0
9/23/49 0 D
206 206 9/9/49 0
9/13/49 0
9/16/49 0
9/21/49 0 D
263 263 9/9/49 0
9/13/49 0
9/16/49 0
9/21/49 0 D
98 98 9/9/49 1
9/13/49 0
9/16/49 0
9/23/49 1 D
121 9/9/49 0
131 242 9/13/49 0
9/16/49 0
9/22/49 0
9/23/49 0 0
GAGS IHKETATIOIJ 0? CALIFOSiilA EttJUS BX Do dorsalis
6 8/30/49 9/2/49 Bartlett Poars
7 8/30/49 9/2/49 liirtiofct Pears
Total
Pupation and 5merflonce Emergonce
Nop Wo* over
Date Papa? Bate Flies Pupation
10A0/49
191
263 9/9/49 1
9/13/49 12
9A6/49 - 0
9/21/49 0 D
191 9/9/49 Q
9/13/4-9 0
9/16/49 0 D
35*71
TOESL
D * Hoot discarded
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CAG3 J2B3BSASHE1 OF GALXEUBHLi FRUITS iSI go dorsalis
Cago In. Out
inIto« ... Pats pate Type of
Grains Total
Quantity Each Weight
%
Pupation and Emergence EnergQnoe
Mo 6 Hoe Over
Bate Piroaa Date Flies
A 9/2/4> 9/6/49 Bartlott Pears
B 9/2/49 9/6/49 Bartlott Pearc
C 9/2/49 9/6/49 Bartlott Pears
D 9/2/49 9/6/49 Bartlott Pears
S 9/2/49 9/6/49 Bartlett Pears
P 9/2/49 9/6/49 Bartlett Pearo
G 9/2/49 9/6/49 Bartlott Pears
1
1
1
1
175
162
135
221
202
124
175 /3/£
9/16/49
9/21/49
164 164 9/13/49
9/16/49
9/21/49
9/23/49
9/29/49
162 9/13/49
9A<V49
9/21/49
9/23/499/29/49
135 9/13/49
9/16/49
221
202
9/13/49
9/16/49
9/13/49
9/16/49
124 9/13/49
9/16/49
0
0
0 D
5
1
1
0
19 D
0
0 D
0
0
2 S
0
0 D
0
0 D
0
0 D
0
0 D
9/27/49
1$
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CAfiS EFiSSgATIOa OP CJgJFOam ROUTS B2 Do
%
PuTxition and .'foorflonco Enerfsnce
Cage In Out . Grams Sbtal Wo« NO. over
Hoo Date Date Ofrpe o£ Emit quantity Each WeiAt Date Pmxta Date Bliea Pupation
H 9/2/49 9/6/49 Bartlatt Poars 1 n6 116 9A3/4-9 0
9/16/49 0
9/21/49 0 D
I 9/2/49 9/6/49 Bartlott i-oars 2 221 221 9A3/49 0
9A6/49 1 D
23.57
D s Ibot discarded
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CA&S BTSaTATIOil OF CiiLIFOiilllA FRUITS BY D, doraaOla
In Out
Noc Date Dute Type o£ Fruift Quantity
i 9/2/49 9/6/49 K&Leoy Plum
Var.)
2 9/2/49 9/6/49 Late buarta Plun
3 9/2/49 9/6/49 Iato Duarto Plun
(Jap
4 9/2/49 9/6/49 ifelscy Plua
( )
5 9/2/49 9/6/49 Giant KLue
6 9/2/49 9/6/49 ProoidQ2it Surop
V Pl
7 9/2/49 9/6/49 President Suropoan
Vor. Pluia
D « Hoot discarded
Grams Total
Purxition C2
-gate Pupqq Date
242 9/13/49
9/16/49
9/21/49
0
0
6D
120 120 9/13/49 4 9/22/49
9/16/49 0
9/21/49 0 9/20/49
9/23/49 12
9/29/49 14 3
3 ■ 124 124 9/13/49 0 9/27/49
9/1V49 3
9/21/49 5 doad larvao
6^
216 216
171 171
141
134 134
9/13/49
9/16/49
9/21/49
9/13/49
9/16/49
9/21/49
9/13/49
9/16/49
9/21/49
0
0
0 D
0
1
0 D
0
0
0 D
9/13/49 3
9/16/49 20
9/21/49 A2 D
9/26/49
9/29/49 6$o
TOTAL
over
62,50
33*33
73-91
62*79
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CAGE HJFJSTATIOil 0? CJLEOaiilA FRUIT Iff D. dorsalia
CagQ
Woo
A
B
C
D
E
F
In Out
Date • Date
3/31/49 9/2/49
S/31/49 9/2/49
8/31/49 9/2/49
8/31/49 9/2/49
S/31/49 9/2/49
3/31/49 9/2/49
Type of Fruit
Late Santa Rosa
Plum
Kel3ey Plum
{Japo Var«.)
Giant European Vay»
Plain
Giant iSuropoan Var»
Plun
Giant Plum
Late Duarte Plun
Quantity
3
2
3
3
3
3
Grams
Sacfa
69
65
69
140
124
62
63
61
62
65
63
53
57
56
Total
Welriit
203
264
136
190
171
135
Sate
9/9/49
9/13/49
9A6/49
9/21/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
9/16/49
9/21/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
9/16/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
9/16/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
9A6/49
9/9/49
9/13/49
9/16/49
9/21/49
ation and 'Icorr-rence Saorgenc©
itO»
Pupae
0
1
21 D
4
0
0
1 D
2
0
1
0 0
0
0
3D
a
0
0
6D
0
0
2
28 0
Dato
9/26/49
9/27/49
9/26/49
9/22/49
9/27/49
Hoc over
Flies Pupation
2ob
19'
80*00
1$
100*00
1$
.1?
lOOoOO
£I
C-i
O
H
->*
O
3
O
O
O
I!1
sC\2
IC-i8
c6
SI5
CM
6J
13©
H
•a
a<
2
i■a!
§
COo
4a.8
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FB&P HOST Kegi 0? C.lLIFttttJlA ?iiUITS BY Dc dorsalis
Uative Date
Hoot Tree
Dato
Iso
lated Typo of Fruit
Surinam Cherry
(Eugenia 8/29/49 9/2/49
uniflora)
n 3/29/49 9/2/49
Local Royal Purpio
wectarine
Local Kor/al Purple
8/29/49 9/2/49 Standard Tioga
1'Ioctarino
8/29/49 9/2/49 Standard Tioga
S/29/49 9/2/49 Bartlett Pear
S/29/49 9/2/492 Bartlett ?oar
Grams Total
ISach VJeirfit
■Pupation and Snarnence
Data Pupae Date Plies
82 32 9/7/49 0
9/9/49 3D
89 89 9/7/49 0
9/9/49 0
9/13/49 13 D
/*1 a 9/7/49 0 9/20/49
9/9/49 52
9/13/49 2 D 9/21/49
42 42 9/7/49 0 9/20/49
. 9/9/49 35 14$?9/13/49 2 D 9/22/49 !<*'
150 150 9/7/49 0
9/9/49 0
9/13/49 0
9/16/49 1
9/23/49 23
134 184 9/7/49 0
9/9/49 0
9/13/49 0
9/16/49 0
9/21/49 4
over
Pupation
82o86
D a noot discarded
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CAG3 c? OiMFOISEa gllUirs BY 3« dorgaliB
Jb& Type of Fruit Total Hmaber of Pupae -Total ffumbsr.of Flies jS/apeargence over Pumt:
A - H Standard Tioga Neotarisee 669 245 36.62
1 «• 7 Local Royal Purple
Ifoti 788 192 24.»37
1-7 Bartlett Pears 14 5 35*71
A - I Bartlett Pears 7 2 23*57
1-7 Plums 43 27 62.79
A - I Pittas ,17 8 460O6
FX3LD HOST
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C.iLIFOKHU 5MJITS BY D. dorsalis
Native
Joat Tree Ifrpe of gruit Total ifaaber of Puma Total liuabcg of Flics % amorganca over Pgvjation
Mango Local Hoyal Purple
ftga i.ectarine
indica)
n Local Itoyal Purplo
nectarine
Surinam
Cherry
(Eugenia
uuiflora)
Standard Tioga Nectarine
Staadard Tlogfi liectarine
Bartlett Pear
Local Royal Purple
Nectarine
Standard Tioga Nectarine
Standard Tioga liectarine
Bartlett Pear
Bartlett Pear
11
23
75
31
52
35
24
4
6
X3
3
25
29
83*33
0
21*43
24*00
82.86
0
0
Idne.Fftoject -
An experiment to determine the indices of .Vacua ctorsalls infestation in
Vanda orchid variety, I-ftss Joaquim, was undertaken and from the findings,
tabulated below, table 16, it would appear that infestation in the field
is very light at lUis p.irticular soacono iiowavar, investigations will be
continued and flower examination Siaie biweei&y.. It is hoped that a field
inspection can be maue monthly in order that fly populations caa be observed
and buds examined for oviposition punctureso Frosi initial experiments
conducted in the laboratory it would appear that infestation occurs in the
buds, and ovipositiou on an open flovier is very rare*
Uhon flovrors of coruiaorcial shipping grade trare exposed to cages of gravid
flies in an attempt to induce oviposition the results uere negative <>
la order to determine the infestation occurring tuidsr nursery conditions, blooms
are being sent in by Mro itobert Waraes Honolulu and Flowers of Hawaii fron
ililo, Ifeiwaii, there aro carefully oxaroined in tlie laboratory and infestation
recordedo
Other Vandacious orchids uill be examined in the course of this study and the
findings reported when complete.
Index of Do dorsalis iafestation in ¥anda Joaguto orchids obtained from
Robert Warne* Honoltdu, and FloxTera of Hawaii, Ililo, Haviaii is shown in the
foUmjing table s
33F3STATI0H IS3S3X uF j^CUSJJQRSALIS 33 VAIJDA JOaQUIM
DATS
7/2S/49
8/U/49
8/25/49
8/26/49
9/15/49
9/22/49
9/22/49
.10/ 7/49
10/7 /49
3.0 S /49
10/12/49
NUMBER PARTS EGGS
SOURCE GRADE SXAixTiSD HJFKSTSD PffLiL 3
4/6/49
4/ 6/49
4/7/49
4/7/49
4/ S/49
4/' 9/49
4/ 9/49
4/12/49
Robert Warn©
Robert VJarn©
Flousrs-ilauaii
Flowers-Hawaii
Botart Hum'
Flouersotiauaii
Robort Wa^TiQ
Culls
A
Culls
A
Culls
A
Culls
A
OvMb
386
360
516
252
288
494
64a
736
1-135
2
1
4
2
2
4
13
9
10
4/12/49 Floras* s-Ilawali
Kobert vJarno
Robert Warn©
Robert Home
.Robert Warn©
Robert iUrhe
Uilo, Hawaii
IHLlo, Hawaii
IlilOj) Hawaii
lliloP Hawaii
Robert -.jarno
Robert Warne
TOTAL
A
Culls
Culls
Culls
Culls
Culls
Culls
A
Culls
A
Culls
Fiold
Inspoction
233
1,067
1,290
1,000
1.000
960
500
500
500
500
3,100
5
4
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
65
1
44
XOTAL
EGGS
T, 1
X •
•V
X
X
T
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
rsu asm
X
X
X
z
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
C0LLAJPS2D
4
6
•?J
2
1
5
Z
' 5
/.
3
6
1
HATCHED U,
7
7
X
2
2
5
4
1
2
4
4
2
7
7
6
1
5
:JLiTCHi3I
1
1
1
4
2
2
1
4
11
5
1
\ I&/U1 ALIVE LJ
2
4
T
4
1
5
1
2
4 •
'M LA®il
1
1
X
5
2
2
1
4
11
5
1
67 33 23 34
It vdil be noted that of the blooms examined 65 out of 165O55 or under 1%
••ere at {io<ne tirao or other actively infested with D. dorsalis. Although
the total, infestation based on epgs found was 144 individuals, actually
the potential danger fro/n this source could be safely calculated on the
basis of the 34 individuals in the last column comprising 33 apparently
sound Utt-hatched eggs and 1 live larva. "
OUTLINE 01 LIKE PfiQJSOTS
BIOLOGY-SCOLGGY PROJECT, V'ork Project ]>o»l, H, E, Flitters Asst. Project Leader
1-0-1.1 General^Outline
Specific Objectives To duplicate and to determine the effect of
temperature and humidity froia certain zones
of continental United States on the develop
ment of D. dorsalis. in all stages.
I-O-1.2 General Outline
Specific Objectives To determine the effect of low temperatures
on the dsvelopjnent of all stogss of D. dorsalis.
1-0-1.3 General Outline
S-»eci'ic Objective; To obtain accurate dat on the effect of
constant te;nperatures on all stages of
£• dorsalis
1-0-1.4 General Outline
Specific Objectives To determine the thsraal death point of D.
et ;ninii3U;n and raaximua temperatures.
Spgci'ic Objectives To datsr.aine the threshold o-" development of
i ta^ej- of D. dorsalis and tniniinum and
te..iper^turs et which eggs fail to hatch >
1-0-1.5 Gensral Outline
Speci/Mc Objective; To determine age of sexual maturity of J).
doroalis in the field. ""
5.1 Spn3Clgic Objective; To determine age of sexual maturity of male
flies of I), dorsalis.
O-O-I06 Gensrel Outline
Specific Obiectives To determine the suoceotibili-ty of California
fruit and vegetables to infestation and
• development of I), dorsalis»
I-O-l.1? General Outline
Specific Objective; To deterinine the indices of infestation in
Vsnda orchid, Mss Joaquiaj by D«, dorsalis.
1-0-1.8 Genarai Outline
Soesific Objective; To dsteiv.ri.ne bho indices of infestation by
S* dprselis in com.iiorci£l fruits producec in
the lld
1-0-1.9 Genera.!. Outline
Spsclflc Qb.iecti^: To detsnnine the n'ertiliration potential of
male D. dprsej.is.
Wli
TJalter Carter, Director
Orisntfd Fruit Fly Investigations
Honolulu, T. K.
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